INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLLECTION AND WRITING

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Pharmaceutical Journal of Indonesia (PJI) is a six-monthly periodical journal contains various research articles, case studies, literature reviews in the pharmaceutical field. PJI only accept original manuscripts that have not been published in other journals, or being collected in other journals at the same time.

The main author must ensure that all authors have read and agreed the entire contents of the manuscript. Manuscript selection by using a peer-review system. All the manuscripts received by PJI will be discussed by experts from related fields and editorial board of PJI.

Manuscripts collected online through online journal system that can be accessed on www.pji.ub.ac.id. Manuscript collected must meet the writing rules of PJI. Besides the manuscript, the author must include the ethical statement form and willingness statement form of publication signed by all authors whose names are listed on the manuscript.

MANUSCRIPTS FORMAT
The received manuscripts are results manuscripts of research results, case reports, or review manuscript in Indonesian language that meets the writing standards of PJI. The manuscripts are written according to the standard rules contained in the General Guidelines of Improved Indonesian Language and General Guidelines for Terms Use. The use of terms or abbreviations that is not standard should be accompanied by information. The unit of measure must be international standard.

The manuscript was typed with the Microsoft Word program in A4 paper format, single column, left and right, double spaced and accompanied by line number. The font used is Times New Roman, size 12pt for the manuscript contents, size 10pt for the table and figure titles, size 12pt and bold for heading and subheading, size 14pt and bold for the title.

Maximum number of words:
• Research results with maximum of 4000 words, out of the title, abstract, and references.
• Case reports with maximum of 2000 words, out of the title, abstract, and references.
• Review script with maximum of 5000 words, out of the title, abstract, and references.

The writing systematic should consist of composition as follows:
• Title page, consisting of: title, author, author's institution, name and full correspondence address, correspondence email.
• Abstract (2 languages), Keywords
• Introduction
• Method
• Results
• Discussion
• Acknowledgment (if needed)
• Statement (if needed)
• Conflict of interest (if needed)
• References

MANUSCRIPT TITLE
The manuscript title is clearly written in Indonesian and English languages consist of maximum of 14 words and explain the research topic clearly and briefly. Not use abbreviations in the title.

AUTHOR
The author consists of the main author and co-authors. Full name without title and the institution of all authors must be written in completely. Researcher correspondents of the responsible person must include the full institution address, email address, telephone number, and fax number that can be contacted.

ABSTRACT
Abstract is written in Indonesian and English in one paragraph. Abstract must include background and the purpose of the study briefly and clearly. Abstracts is accompanied by methods, results and conclusions obtained from the study. The method used is explained briefly and clearly. The included results are important results that affect the conclusion drawing and include clinical or statistical significance if any. Abstract consists of maximum of 250 words.

KEYWORDS
Keywords are written in Indonesian and English. Keywords consist of maximum of 3-7 words arranged alphabetically, the keywords chosen are the words that can describe the manuscript contents.

INTRODUCTION
Contains research rationality, background, objectives, and research hypotheses (if any) fully and briefly supported with related references.
METHOD
The research method needs to include the study design used. In the method also must be explained in detail each research stage conducted, including chemical substances, organism name, source, kit brand used, so that it's possible to do research replication. The procedure modification must be explained in detail. If using an ethical license, the ethical license number and institutions that issue ethical licenses must be stated and the ethical license must be attached to journal collection. Method and calculation of sample size and sample criteria must be included. If using statistical methods must explained the test steps in statistics and data analysis.

RESULTS
In the results section must be explained in detail the research results obtained in accordance with the stages of the study designed in method section. The results of the study can be explained in the form of figures/tables. Results that is already explained in the figures/tables not repeated in the text. The total number of figures/tables maximum of five, especially for results that are most important. Figures and tables must be accompanied with numbers and titles and short information. Figures should be made with sharp color printing. If the figure / table taken from other sources / people or already never been published before, then description must be specified as support.

DISCUSSION
In the discussion section included discussion about the results obtained that are supported with valid and up to date references. Discussion can contain brief description of the results followed by explanation related to the mechanism that underlies the results obtained that is supported by other studies (references). The discussion emphasizes novelty and the importance of study results. Discussion does not repeat other parts of the manuscript. Conclusions must written clearly and related to research objectives in the last paragraph of the discussion section. Conclusions are narrated in one paragraph without points, brief and clear. It is best not to mention the economics relevance or costs in conclusion except supported by economic data. Suggestion can be written after the conclusion and give a figure to the reader about the next stage of the research that can be done.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Acknowledgement (if any) includes sources of research funding or parties that have helped the course of research or manuscript writing and its role clearly.
REFERENCES
Writing references by using the Vancouver method with the reference number written in superscript with numbering suitable with appearances in the manuscript. The minimum maximum reference number is 50 for case reports and research results and 80 for manuscript review. Number of minimum reference manuscript is 10 scripts and 60% are primary reference (scientific research journal). Preferred references are references published in the last 10 years except for standard information and there are no new references. Names of all authors written if the number of authors is not more than 6 persons. If the number of authors is more than 6 then listed the first 6 authors, then followed by "et al." Journal name written in the form of standard abbreviations. Reference writing order as follows: author's name, title of the manuscript (italic), year, volume (number), and manuscript page in the journal. Example of references writing:
• Book:
  • Journal
  • Proceeding
  • Thesis/Dissertation
  • Documents from the internet
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